bus standards. Ultra SCSI with a PCI SCSI card from Atta

photography is the most dramatic change photography has

t echnology will double the data-transfer speeds and

ever undergone and it is unwise to ignore or put it aside with

Apple's Firewire fast SCSI standard will all be launched by
the end of this year.

digital imaging today, not tomorrow, will empower you to

4. RAM, RAM and more RAM - the bottom line is that adding

create the images that you see in your mind's eye - today

more RAM to your system always pays off in increased
performance.

not tomorrow.
We always tell photographers that TODAY is the best time

the arrogance of the established or naive. Learning about

to get started in digital imaging - we have been saying this

Conclusion
Photography has always been an evolutionary process and

since 1991. It was true then and it is true now. Today, the
equipment is cheaper and faster, the learning resources are

artform; as the technology developed the photographer's skills

extensive and experienced advice is close-by. There is no rea-

and vision would also develop. Readily illustrated through-

son to reinvent the wheel. Seek out the advice of your friends

out the history of photography - as photography underwent
a radical change from wet plate to ready-made film or from

and colleagues, you will be surprised at how willing people
are to share knowledge, insight and experience. You are about

being mainly black and white to color - photographers adapt-

to walk down a road that is exciting, expensive, sometimes

ed, learned anew and created photographs never seen before.

frightening, often frustrating; it is much easier and much more

The technical and creative impact of digital imaging on

fun to make this trip together with someone else. (]!ID

